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Evolv Technology (NASDAQ: EVLV) is transforming human 

security to make a safer, faster, and better experience for the 

world’s most iconic venues and companies as well as schools, 

hospitals, and public spaces, using industry leading artificial 

intelligence (AI)-powered weapons detection and analytics. 

Its mission is to transform security to create a safer world 

to live, work, learn, and play. Evolv has digitally transformed 

the gateways in places where people gather by enabling 

seamless integration combined with powerful analytics and 

insights. Evolv’s advanced systems have scanned more 

than a billion people since 2019. Evolv has been awarded the 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) SAFETY Act 

Designation as a Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology (QATT) 

as well as the Security Industry Association (SIA) New Products 

and Solutions (NPS) Award in the Law Enforcement/Public 

Safety/Guarding Systems category, as well as Sport Business 

Journal’s (SBJ) awards for “Best In Fan Experience Technology” 

and “Best In Sports Technology”. Evolv®, Evolv Express®, Evolv 

Insights®, Evolv Cortex AI®, and Evolv Visual Gun Detection™ are 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Evolv Technologies, 

Inc. in the United States and other jurisdictions. For more 

information, visit https://evolvtechnology.com.
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Dear Fellow Stockholder:

I am pleased to report that in 2023 Evolv Technology extended its position as the leading 
security technology company pioneering AI-based weapons detection to create safer 
experiences. Over the last year, an increasing number of schools, hospitals, professional 
sporting teams, tourist attractions and other large-scale facilities turned to Evolv Technology 
to improve their overall security posture, improve their visitor experience, reduce their 
security costs, and gain unprecedented visibility into their venue operations.  This 
accelerated adoption was reflected in our improved financial results in 2023.

• Total revenue was $80.4 million in 2023, up 46% from $55.2 million in 2022, primarily 
reflecting strong growth in new customers.  Annual Recurring Revenue (“ARR”)1 – which 
we believe is an important indicator of our future revenues – was $75.0 million at the end 
of 2023, compared to $34.1 million at the end of 2022, reflecting growth of 120% year 
over year. Net loss was ($106.3) million, or ($0.71) per share on a diluted basis in 2023, 
compared to net loss of ($86.4) million, or ($0.60) per share on a diluted basis in 2022.  We 
continued to demonstrate the leverage in our business model as Adjusted earnings before 
taxes, depreciation and amortization (“Adjusted EBITDA”)2 was ($49.8) million compared 
to ($69.7) million in 2022.  We remained well capitalized with $119 million in cash, cash 
equivalents, restricted cash, and marketable securities at the end of 2023.

2023: Continuing to Pioneer the AI-Based Weapons 

Detection Market

• Over the last year, we welcomed nearly 300 new customers in key sectors such as 
education, healthcare, professional sports, warehouse/distribution, and tourist attractions. 
The number of deployed subscriptions for Evolv Express® – which we see as another key 
measure of growth – doubled from 2,267 at the end of 2022 to 4,505 by the end of 2023. 
These deployments are crucial indicators of our growth, given the substantial value of long-
term subscription contracts associated with each deployment. Remaining Performance 
Obligation (“RPO”)3, representing the total value of customer contracts yet to be recognized, 
stood at $240.5 million at the end of 2023, showcasing a 66% year-over-year growth from 
$144.6 million in 2022.

• In 2023, we successfully screened over 700 million visitors, doubling our screening numbers 
from the previous year.  Since launching Evolv Express in 2019, we have now screened over  
1 billion visitors and now routinely screen more visitors on any given day than anybody else in 
the world, including the TSA.  What’s more, Evolv Express was used to identify and tag nearly 
400,000 weapons in 2023 including 180,000 guns and 220,000 knives. Our customers now 
tag, on average, about 1,000 weapons every day.



• Expanding upon our robust technical leadership in the market, we introduced several new 
advancements in 2023, including:

• Express 6.0 which brought a new higher sensitivity threat level option that has 
proven effective at detecting some smaller threats, including a broader variety 
of smaller folding knives.  That led directly to a 168% year over year spike in the 
number of knives tagged by our customers – to just over 220,000 – or about 600 
knives per day. 

• Express 7.0, which was designed in part to reduce the frequency of targeted 
nuisance alarms, was the second major software update released in 2023.  It 
also brought a new tablet interface with a simplified home screen, more efficient 
identification of alerting individuals, improved alert resolution workflow and a more 
visually appealing and intuitive user experience.     

• We also introduced Evolv Visual Gun Detection™ a new product offering designed 
to detect individuals with brandished guns as they approach a venue. We are able 
to use video-based AI to identify this critical threat vector and create additional 
time to potentially prevent an incident before the visitor is at the entrance. Using 
high-resolution 4k cameras and AI, Evolv Visual Gun Detection is designed to 
identify threats at distances of up to 100 feet outside the building and transmit 
images and live video footage quickly to security staff – the First Reactors™ – for 
rapid evaluation and decision-making. Feedback from early adopters, which 
include some of our most discerning customers, has been overwhelmingly positive 
for Evolv Visual Gun Detection. 

• We expanded our partnership with Columbia Tech, or CT, our long-time, Massachusetts-
based contract manufacturer which in 2023 became a distributor of Evolv Express. This 
expanded partnership enables us to fully support the procurement preferences of our 
customers while simultaneously enabling us to focus on the higher gross margin activities of 
design and software enablement.  This was a primary driver to the improved gross margins 
we delivered in 2023.

• We continued to gain strong traction with our go-to-market partners, which were involved 
in over 65% of our sales activity in 2023.  These are partners that extend our reach into 
certain verticals or geographies where they have a particularly strong presence. We expect 
to continue to see strong activity with Johnston Controls, Securitas Technology, and dozens 
of other regional partners like Alliance Technology Group and Stone Security.  These 
relationships will be central to our plans to scale over time.  

• Finally, we made excellent progress with our new partnership with Ricoh, one of the largest 
service delivery organizations in the world. This partnership enables us to expand and 
scale our own customer service program by leveraging Ricoh’s well-established and 
comprehensive service advantage program.  The Ricoh partnership provides our customers 
with increased field service resources, expanded technical support and expedited part 
availability. 

 



Our Mission: To Democratize Security

We believe our results in 2023 reflect the growing recognition of the role 
that our people and products play in making the world a safer and more 
enjoyable place for people to live, work, learn and play.  With 656 mass 
shootings reported in the United States in 2023, more than double the 
annual rate a decade ago according to the Gun Violence Archive, the 
rising trend in gun violence is compelling venue operators to explore new 
security approaches. This, in turn, is propelling heightened demand for 
AI-based weapons detection as part of a layered approach to security. 
As security professionals, we know that there is no perfect solution – no 
absolute prevention – but with advanced cutting-edge technology like 
ours, combined with a multi-layered defense architecture that includes 
trained people and proven security processes, we believe, that as a 
society, we can begin to reverse the escalating trends we are all seeing.  

The education sector, with nearly 130,000 schools in the United States alone, presents a 
substantial market opportunity for us. The pressing issue of gun violence is a top concern for 
district leadership, administrators, parents, teachers, and students as communities look for 
ways to improve overall school safety and lower anxiety levels while also recruiting and retaining 
talented teaching professionals. According to the United States Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention, firearm-related injuries have surpassed motor vehicle accidents as the leading 
cause of death among children and adolescents. We are committed to enhancing school safety 
and protecting students and visitors. Evolv Express now screens, on average, about 600,000 
students every day. We’re pleased to report our presence in over 800 school buildings in the 
United States, a significant increase from approximately 400 buildings at the end of 2022. New 
customers in this market in 2023 included the Baltimore City School District, Belmont University, 
Boston College, Dekalb County School District, Douglas County School District, Jackson Public 
Schools in Mississippi, Jefferson County Public Schools, Muskegon Public Schools in Michigan, 
Nash County Public Schools, Prince William County School District, Rochester Institute of 
Technology, San Antonio School District, University of Utah and Wilkinsburg School District.  
Nothing speaks to our mission more strongly than improving the safety and welfare of children. 

Another major market for Evolv continues to be healthcare, which includes over 6,000 
hospitals and where over 70% of workplace violence takes place. Hospital administrators are 
making investments to enhance patient and staff safety and help recruit and retain healthcare 
workers, and we stand well positioned to fill this market need. Notable customer additions in 
the healthcare market over the last year included ChristianaCare Health System, Doylestown 
Health, Gerald Champion Regional Medical Center, Memorial Regional Hospital, Nemours 
Children’s Hospital, Parkland Health, Sanford Health, Shore Medical Center, Singing River Health 
System, University of Missouri Health Care, University of Pennsylvania Medical Center and 
Windsor Regional Health.  We are proud to be deployed in approximately 300 hospital buildings 



across the United States and to be screening, on average, nearly 500,000 patients and staff 
every day. It is an honor to be the trusted screening partner for medical professionals and their 
patients.

Evolv remains a trailblazer in professional sports and entertainment security and is reshaping 
the guest experience for millions of fans at stadiums and ballparks across the United States. We 
believe that our technology brings a faster, more convenient, and more secure screening process, 
virtually eliminating long waits and entry lines.  We are the trusted weapons screening partner 
for over 40 teams across the National Football League, the National Basketball Association, 
Major League Baseball, the National Hockey League and Major League Soccer.  In 2023 we 
helped open the baseball seasons for many MLB clubs including the Boston Red Sox, Houston 
Astros, Minnesota Twins, New York Mets, Philadelphia Phillies, Pittsburgh Pirates and four other 
franchises.  We expanded our presence in the National Football League where we already served 
the needs of the Atlanta Falcons, the Carolina Panthers, the Cleveland Browns, the Jacksonville 
Jaguars, the LA Chargers, the LA Rams, the New England Patriots, the Pittsburgh Steelers, 
the Tennessee Titans and our newest NFL franchise, the Houston Texans. We extended our 
reach in the NHL with the addition of the Boston Bruins, the Minnesota Wild and the Vegas 
Golden Knights. We also added more Major League Soccer clubs and screened the 2023 
MLS Championship game. We’re thrilled to announce our entry into the National Basketball 
Association with the addition of the Boston Celtics, Denver Nuggets, Phoenix Suns, Houston 
Rockets and Charlotte Hornets. We extended our presence in live entertainment facilities 
through a new partnership with ASM Global, which operates some of the world’s most prestigious 
arenas, stadiums, convention and exhibition centers, and performing arts venues.  We have 
become ASM’s preferred technology provider for patron screening in North America and look 
forward to competing for the right to secure each of the 350 facilities ASM operates in their North 
American portfolio.



The Road Ahead

Our success in 2023 was marked by strong new customer acquisition, 
rapid market expansion, and significant product innovation. We believe we 
are well positioned to disrupt the physical security market which is one of 
the largest and fastest-growing segments in the technology industry. To 
achieve this, we are focused on:

• Executing our land and expand strategy, leveraging existing relationships to extend our 
leadership in specific target metropolitan markets.

• Building on our early momentum in education, healthcare, and professional sports where 
we’ve already established a significant market presence.

• Expanding and strengthening channel partner relationships to accelerate business scaling.

• Continuing to raise the industry bar through technology and market leadership, focusing on 
accelerating product innovation.

We are committed to executing our vision of transforming security and the visitor experience 
in all gathering places. We appreciate the continued confidence and support of our valued 
shareholders and look forward to providing updates on our progress. On behalf of our employees 
and our Board of Directors, we appreciate your continued support as we pioneer this dynamic 
market opportunity.

Sincerely, 

Peter George

President and Chief Executive Officer

Evolv Technologies Holdings, Inc.



1 We define Annual Recurring Revenue, or ARR, as subscription revenue and the 
recurring service revenue related to purchase subscriptions for the final month of the 
quarter normalized to a one-year period. Our calculation of ARR is not adjusted for 
the impact of any known or projected future events (such as customer cancellations, 
upgrades or downgrades, or price increases or decreases) that may cause any such 
contract not to be renewed on its existing terms. In addition, the amount of actual 
revenue that we recognize over any 12-month period is likely to differ from ARR at the 
beginning of that period, sometimes significantly. This may occur due to new bookings, 
cancellations, upgrades, downgrades or other changes in pending renewals, as well 
as the effects of professional services revenue and acquisitions or divestitures. As a 
result, ARR should be viewed independently of, and not as a substitute for or forecast 
of, revenue and deferred revenue. Our calculation of ARR may differ from similarly titled 
metrics presented by other companies.

2 Adjusted EBITDA is not presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) and is not intended to be used in lieu of GAAP presentations of results 
of operations.  Adjusted EBITDA is defined as net income (loss) plus depreciation and 
amortization, share-based compensation, and certain other one-time expenses. We 
present non-GAAP financial measures because we consider them to be important 
supplemental measures of performance. We use non-GAAP financial measures for 
planning purposes, including analysis of our performance against prior periods, the 
preparation of operating budgets and to determine appropriate levels of operating and 
capital investments. We believe non-GAAP financial measures provide additional insight 
for analysts and investors in evaluating our financial and operational performance. 
However, non-GAAP financial measures have limitations as an analytical tool and are not 
intended to be an alternative to financial measures prepared in accordance with GAAP. 
Investors are encouraged to review the reconciliation of non-GAAP measures to their 
most directly comparable GAAP financial measures included in our quarterly earnings 
results press releases available on our investor relations section of our website.

3 We define Remaining Performance Obligation, or RPO, as estimated revenues expected 
to be recognized in the future related to performance obligations that are unsatisfied or 
partially satisfied as of the end of the quarter.
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Directors

Kevin Charlton

Co-Chairman, NewHold Enterprises LLC

Michael Ellenbogen

Chief Innovation Officer & Co-Founder
Evolv Technologies Holdings, Inc.
 
Peter George

President & Chief Executive Officer
Evolv Technologies Holdings, Inc.
 
Neil Glat

Independent Board Director

David Mounts Gonzales

Independent Board Director

Rajan Naik

Chief Strategy Officer
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
 
Merline Saintil

Independent Board Director

Kimberly Sheehy

Independent Board Director

Mark Sullivan

Independent Board Director

Bilal Zuberi

General Partner
Lux Capital

Executive Officers

Peter George

President & Chief Executive Officer

Anil Chitkara

Chief Growth Officer & Co-Founder

Mark Donohue

Chief Financial Officer

Michael Ellenbogen

Chief Innovation Officer & Co-Founder

Jay Muelhoefer

Chief Commercial Officer

Financial Information

The accompanying Annual Report on Form 10-K 
for the year ended December 31, 2023 does not 
contain exhibits, including material contracts, 
employment agreements, and our organizational 
documents. These exhibits have been filed with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission.  Upon 
request to our Office of Investor Relations, the 
Company will furnish, without charge, any such 
exhibits, as well as copies of periodic reports filed 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
and additional information about the Company, its 
products, and the markets it serves.

Transfer Agent and Registrar

Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company is 
the transfer agent and registrar for the Company’s 
common stock and maintains stockholder 
accounting records. The Transfer Agent will 
respond to questions regarding changes in 
address, name, or ownership; lost certificates; and 
consolidation of accounts.  A change of address 
should be reported promptly by sending a signed 
and dated letter to the Company’s transfer agent 
and registrar.

Stockholders should state the name in which the 
stock is registered, account number, social security 
number, certificate number, and the new address. 
Please mail correspondence to:

Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Co.

1 State Street, 30th Floor
New York, NY 10004-1561

www.continentalstock.com
cstmail@continentalstock.com
+1.212.509.4000

Stock Listing

NASDAQ Global Market 
Trading Symbol: EVLV 

Investor Relations

Evolv Technologies Holdings, Inc.
500 Totten Pond Road, 4th Floor
Waltham, MA 02451

Brian Norris

Senior Vice President of 
Finance and Investor Relations
ir@evolvtechnology.com
 

Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting of Stockholders will be held at 
10:00 A.M. on May 31, 2024 and will be conducted 
virtually.  Additional information is available in the 
Company’s 2024 Proxy Statement.

Independent Auditors

PwC LLP
Boston, MA

Legal Counsel

Latham & Watkins LLP
Boston, MA

Safe Harbor Language

This Annual Report contains forward-looking statements 
within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995. We intend such forward-looking 
statements to be covered by the safe harbor provisions for 
forward-looking statements contained in Section 27A of 
the Securities Act of 1933, and Section 21E of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All statements 
contained in this Annual Report, other than statements 
of historical fact, including, without limitation, statements 
regarding our future results of operations and financial 
position, business strategy, plans and prospects, our ability 
to retain existing and acquire new customers, our ability 
to maintain and expand our market position,  existing 
and prospective products, research and development 
costs, timing and likelihood of success, and plans and 
objectives of management for future operations and 
results, are forward-looking statements. The words “may,” 
“will,” “should,” “expects,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “could,” 
“intends,” “targets,” “projects,” “contemplates,” “believes,” 
“estimates,” “forecasts,” “predicts,” “potential” or “continue” 
or the negative of these terms or other similar expressions 
are intended to identify forward-looking statements 
though not all forward-looking statement use these word 
or expressions. These statements are neither promises 
nor guarantees, but involve known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties and other important factors that may cause 
our actual results, performance or achievements to be 
materially different from any future results, performance or 
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking 
statements, including, but not limited to, the important 
factors set forth in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for 
the year ended on December 31, 2023, filed with the SEC 
on February 29, 2024, and as may be updated in other 
filings we make with the SEC, from time to time. These 
statements reflect management’s current expectations 
regarding future events and operating performance and 
speak only as of the date of this Annual Report. You should 
not put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. 
Although we believe that the expectations reflected 
in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, we 
cannot guarantee that future results, levels of activity, 
performance and events and circumstances reflected 
in the forward-looking statements will be achieved or 
will occur. Except as required by law, we undertake no 
obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future 
events or otherwise, after the date on which the statements 
are made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated 
events. 

© 2024 Evolv Technologies Holdings, Inc.  
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